
Design shade sails and luxury furniture  
to make your outdoor space unique



Artisan innovation   
Made in Italy



The MOONRAKER, the highest sail on a mast, seizes the wind and guides 
a ship to new horizons: we want to do the same with our products. Three 
historic Italian companies have therefore combined their expertise in order 
to offer you high-quality, innovative and elegant outdoor solutions.

• AMBIENTAZIONI CARRARO is an industry standard for bespoke 
upholstery and technical curtain in public and corporate buildings and 
luxury accommodation;

• DOMENEGHETTI is a true example of craft Made in Italy production 
and is known for its innovative outdoor solar shade and custom 
curtains for the haute couture market;

• TAPPEZZERIA MUNARON produces every type of interior curtain with 
a contemporary spirit that goes in search of new technological and 
technical solutions.

We design the journey 
towards your perfect  
outdoor space
• SURVEY 

We identify your needs and research the best 
solutions;

• PROJECT 
We design and create all the elements of your 
project according to the very highest standards  
of quality;

• AFTER-SALES 
Short delivery times, careful installation and  
a two-year warranty.



The perfect level 
of light at all times
We create shade sails and personalised solutions for your outdoor spaces.  
We cater to hotels, holiday homes and restaurants, but also to individuals in 
search of unique and exclusive style.

STANDARD ADVANTAGES
• FABRIC IN MARINE CARBON FIBRE 

durable, lightweight and with excellent 
reflective qualities

• AUTOMATIC WINDING SYSTEM 
complete with wiring, anemometer and 
remote control

• CERTIFIED WIND RESISTANCE 
up to 25 knots (for fixed shade sails)

• STEEL STRUCTURE 
that is rust-resistant and weather-resistant

• LED SPOTLIGHT 20 WATT 
to radiate the sails in the evening hours

• CUSTOMISABLE SAIL COLOUR 
from Pantone or RAL scale

• MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING KIT



Mobile shade sails
With 360° orientation for maximum shade management and control.  

Sleek, elegant and highly resistant to different weather conditions.

Their great versatility makes them an ideal solution for all outdoor  
environments.



Fixed  
solar sails
Super resistant, perfect for creating particularly 
wide shaded areas with the maximum amount of 
customisation in terms of shape and size possible.  
Bold, modern and unmatched for outdoor use.



Custom solutions 
An exclusive outdoor space requires a design that enhances its uniqueness. 

We can support you in the design of custom solutions, from inspection 
to installation, with total freedom of choice and requests. We model 

the perfect shade cover for any environment thanks to the technical 
innovations and the flexible and contemporary design of our products. This 

style can also be found in other furnishing items, such as deckchairs and 
armchairs, for a matching outdoor area look with a unique personality.



With Moonraker you can experience  
to joys of light every day.
MOONRAKER.IT

Are you interested in one of our solutions or would you like to discuss a 
customised project? Write to us and let’s talk sails: info@moonraker.it

Moonraker rete d’impresa
Via Pitagora, 30
35030 Rubano PD, Italy
+39 049 898 7164

Follow us:


